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Changes in Rules and Regulations 

 

Use of GPS loggers 

 

 

Navigation test / A.2.2.18 use of GPS receivers 

 

 

 

Navigation test / return from flight 

 

 

 

Landing test 

 

General rules 

 

 

Protests 

 

 

 

 

          See also B9.10 
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Table of penalties 

 

 

Organisation rules 
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Meteorology 

 

 

Organisation rules / Navigation test 

 

Prizes and prize-giving 

 

The sentence “Single Piston Engine Aircraft” Changed to “Single Engine Aircraft” conflicts with A0.1 (Class C 
aeroplanes). This will be corrected at next subcommittee meeting. 
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All above / previous mentioned changes were approved at the plenary meeting. 

 

Organisation rules / Landings 

 

 

Due to our discussion in subcommittee a separate approval by the plenary meeting of this change was requested. 

At the plenary meeting it was decided to leave the rule as original (electronic system must be used).  
A new suggestion for change and some additional about video judgment / system will be discussed and presented 
next year. 
 

New appendix for landing rules (Common Rally Flying, Precision flying and ANR) 

This new appendix is nearly done.  
Special thanks to Frank Eckard and Jiri Dodal for their work to creating this new appendix. 
In this year’s draft edition of the rules, everything about landing rules and things that must be moved to the new 
appendix have been marked with green color. This draft document will be available for all to see and check. 
In this way, we all have time to look it through and check if everything is ok. 
The plan is to approve the new appendix next year. 
 

Landing system / WPFC Spain 

In the subcommittee we had a main subject discussing the use of video for judgment in the landing competition 
lately in Spain.  
 
The story is that there was initiated a mail correspondence in late February/ start of marts, about 3 months before 
the Championship in Castellon. The subject was about using the use of electronic system for judging landings. 
Due to costs, the organizer asked us about the possibility to use video instead. 
There was an ongoing mail correspondence for a week or two. Before any decision was made totally clear, we got 
bulletin #3 from the organizer. This Bulletin stated, that the electronic was to be dismissed, due to a very heavy 
budget from the German electronic Landing System team. 
The main discussion in subcommittee was, that we broke our own rules. 
Now this world championship is history, but after a long discussion we agreed that we must find a solution to handle 
this kind of problems in the future. 
The question is: Who can change the rules, or can any local rules be more applicable above the rules we have 
approved at our annual meeting. 
We don´t doubt that the rules we decide in committee and afterwards is approved here have the highest level of 
priority. 
 

Allan Hansen   
        


